
PAWSIBLE ANGELS POLICIES AND 
PROCEDURES FOR REGISTRERD PAWSIBLE 

ANGELS THERAPY DOGS
1. I will abide by all Pawsible Angels policies and procedures, 
and will adhere to the guidelines as set forth in the Pawsible  
Angels Dog's Bill of Rights and Pawsible Angels' Standards and 
Ethics.
2. I will represent the program in a professional manner.
3. I will uphold the code of ethics for AAA and AAT
4. I will visit only with animals registered with the Pawsible 
Angels Program
5. I will visit with only one animal at a time.
6. I will ensue that each facility I visit has policies and proce-
dures in place regarding AAA and AAT. If there are no policies 
and procedures in place, I must provide the facility’s program a 
copy of the Pawsible Angels Facility Policy Agreement.
7. I will abide by all policies, procedures and precautions of 
each facility visited.
8. I will check in and sign in, as well as sign out when leaving, 
with the staff or supervisor for each visit.
9. I will observe all rules of privacy and confidentiality.
10. I will be on time for every commitment made.
11. I will be responsible at all times for the animal, 
considering the animals needs and humane care first. I will 
always stay with the animal and be in control of the situation.
12. For safety, all animals must wear collar or harness and be 
on lead at ALL times. A facility may in rare circumstances 
approve an animal to be off-lead, with the written 
understanding that the facility’s assuming liability for off-lead 
work. They must wear a collar or harness and must be on lead at 
all times.  Choke, prong and E-collars and NOT allowed.
13. Prior to each visit, I will abide by ensure that my dog is 
well groomed.
14. I will be well-groomed. Comfortable and casual clothing is 
acceptable, with an emphasis on neatness and professionalism. 
Adhere to the dress code of the facility where I am visiting. [E.g.,] 
blue jeans, sleeveless tops and open-toed shoes are not acceptable 
in some hospital settings.
15. I will clean up after the animal inside and outside the 
facility.
16.  I understand as a handler, I am Required to wear the 
Pawsible Angles Identification Badge and my animals must 
wear the Pawsible Angels Identification Tag (in addition to 
any idenitfication required by the facility) while providing or 
promoting AAA/AAT as a Pawsible Angel. This ensures that it 
is clear to whom I am representing should an incident occur.

17. I will not tie animals to people, equipnment, or furniture 
whild visiting.
18. I will not be under the infuence of alchohol and / or illegal 
drugs dring a visit.
19. I will not borrow money or personal items or receive any 
personal gratuity, gift or tip such as money or jewelry from 
people I visit.
20. I understand, it is not routinely acceptable to give gifts to 
the people I visit, even small ones such as candy, cookies, ect. if 
an doubt exists, a the Lead Trainer or Therapy Dog Trainer will 
be asked.
21. I will not charge a fee for services in my role as a Pawsible 
Angels team member.
22. In case of an accident or unusual occurrence I will follow 
Pawsible Angels set procedures for these types of situations.
23. I will not take photographs of people I visit without first 
obtaining a photo release waiver signed by the client and the 
facility contact. Photo release waivers are provided by the facility, 
not Pawsible Angels. (Polaroid photos may be acceptable only if 
the photo is left with the client and permission has been granted 
by the client and the facility.)
24. I understand I must obtain approved written permission 
from Pawsible Angels for each proposed usage of the Pawsible 
Angels logo, Pawsible Angels and or the name.
25. I understand Pawsible Angels materials are copyrighted. 
Approved written permission must be obtained from Pawsible 
Angels for each proposed usage of the materials.
26. I understand that as a Pawsible Angel, I am not authorized to 
administer the PPST/AT unless I am a current Team Evaluator.
27. When approaching a facility for the first time, I will find out 
if there are any Pawsible Angels Affiliations, Pawsible Angel 
Teams or individuals already vising there.  If so, I will respect 
and follow proper protocol by going through the appropriate 
channels prior to visiting with my pet.
28. I understand that I am not authorized to teach the Pawsible 
Angels Team Training course unless I am a current Pawsible 
Angels Instructor.
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